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“I never saw a
discontented tree.”
John Muir

(1838–1914)
(naturalist, writer, and scientist)

Welcome to the Energenius
Trees, Energy, and the Environment
Program
®

You are about to begin an educational adventure and study about
trees. Trees are important to humans and the entire natural world.
Trees bring beauty to neighborhoods and they provide a habitat for
birds and other animals. Trees give us a variety of foods to eat.
They help keep our air and water clean too.
This booklet and your own study and research will help you
learn many important things about trees and what they do for the
environment. You will also learn how trees can help people save
energy. You will discover how trees can help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions that contribute to global warming. But first, you
might need to know more about some things you are hearing on
the television, such as global warming, global climate change,
and the greenhouse effect.
When you (or your classmates) are ready to plant trees, this
booklet can help guide you in the planting. You will learn the
importance of selecting the right tree and planting it safely and in
the right place. You will also discover that there are many actions
you can take to conserve and protect trees by recycling and
reducing your use of paper products.
An Energenius is someone who knows a lot
about conserving natural resources like trees.
An Energenius is also something of a genius when
it comes to energy and how to use it efficiently.
An Energenius always protects the environment.
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All about
Trees and Me

Have you ever thought about how many
things trees give us each day?

Foods we eat and
drink that come
from trees.

Directions: List as many things as you can in each
of the five columns on this chart. Be prepared to
share your list in class.
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Animals I see or
know that
live in trees.

Things at my school
that come
from trees.

Things at my home
that come
from trees.
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Words I use
to describe
trees.

Know a Tree

2. Label the tree parts in the boxes provided.

The Structure of a Tree

Your teacher will describe the various parts of a tree
while you listen and take notes on this page.
Directions:
1. Write notes about the following parts of a tree.
crown _________________________________________
______________________________________________
leaves (or foliage) ________________________________
______________________________________________
trunk __________________________________________
______________________________________________
branch ________________________________________
______________________________________________
lateral roots ____________________________________
______________________________________________
tap root ________________________________________
______________________________________________
root hair zone ___________________________________
______________________________________________
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A Look at the Trunk

TREE Fact!

The picture gives you a cutaway version of the
inside of a tree trunk.

Trees drink
water too!

Directions: Work in small groups to make your own cutaway
version inside a tree trunk. Be ready to explain your drawing
and identify how the various parts of a tree function.

Trees take in
water from the
ground through
their roots. This
water is sent up
inside the trunk
to the leaves.
The roots act like ”straws” sucking
the water from the ground.

Growth ring
Pith
Heartwood
Outer bark
Sapwood
Secondary phloem
Cork cambium
Outside bark
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Leaves and More Leaves
Have you ever walked through a large pile of leaves?
Did you ever help rake the fallen leaves? Did you know that
some trees shed all their leaves while other trees do not?

Tree Food Fact

Trees and green plants make their own food.
How do they do this?

Trees are often categorized by types that lose their leaves in
the fall months and those that keep most of their leaves all
year-round.

They use minerals found in the soil,
water, and carbon dioxide (CO2),
a gas found in the air.

Trees that keep their leaves throughout the year are called
evergreen. Trees that lose their leaves in fall are called
deciduous.

The Food Factories
for Trees

Just like people and animals,
trees need food and water to
live and grow. Trees produce
and distribute their own food in
a very unique way. Every part of a
tree contributes to the making of food.

Deciduous
or Evergreen
What type of trees would you plant around a house if you
wanted more sunlight during the winter? Why?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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Investigate How Leaves Help
Clean Our Air
Directions:

1. Ask an adult family member to take a leaf-collecting
walk with you.
2. Collect a few leaves from trees growing near
streets traveled by cars and other vehicles.
3. List the location or locations where you collected
the leaves.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
4. Place the leaves in a bag and bring them to class.
5. Examine these leaves with a magnifying glass or under a microscope.
6. What do you observe about these leaves?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
7. Write in the magnifying glass how you could do this
investigation in another way.
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_____________________
_____________________
___________________________
____________________________
_________________________
_________________

Trees Can Save Energy
and Help the Environment
There are many, many ways that trees help our environment.
Did you know that trees can help reduce the amount of energy
(electricity and natural gas) used to heat and cool homes?
Trees planted in the right place can make a big difference
in the amount of energy used.
1. Trees give us shade on hot days
and make it cooler.

2. Trees, if planted in the right place
can reduce the amount of energy
used to run an air conditioning unit.
Trees are energy savers!
3. Trees help the global environment by
absorbing large amounts of carbon
dioxide (CO2) to counter the effects of
global climate change. This is called
carbon sequestration.
4. Leaves on trees also filter out
pollutants and dust in the air.
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Trees and Energy Story
Directions:

Read the following story and look up the underlined words
in your glossary on pages 24-26. Write the definitions in your
own words.

Trees and Energy
The energy used to heat and cool your home comes from
power plants that produce it. Most of the electricity that is
produced comes from the burning of fossil fuels. Power
plants give off greenhouse gas emissions that pollute
and affect air quality. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of these
emissions.
Saving Money Too
When families use less energy, they save money. They also
help the environment by reducing the amount of carbon
dioxide and other pollutants going into the atmosphere.
Thank You, Trees
So thanks to trees planted in the right place, less
energy could be needed during hot weather to run air
conditioning units. Less energy could also be needed to
heat a home in cold weather. Trees planted to allow the
sun to shine through during winter months can mean
using less heating.
Bonus: Work with other students and create a large
diagram that shows how energy gets from a power
plant to your school.

power plants__________________________________________
____________________________________________________
fossil fuels___________________________________________
____________________________________________________
greenhouse gas emissions______________________________
____________________________________________________
carbon dioxide (CO2)___________________________________
____________________________________________________
pollutants____________________________________________
____________________________________________________
atmosphere__________________________________________
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The Carbon
Cycle

Photosynthesis
Flow Chart

Trees can remove carbon dioxide (CO2)
from the atmosphere and store carbon in
their wood for a long time. In this way, trees
can help the environment by slowing down the
process of global warming.

Leaves and
needles take in
carbon dioxide (CO2)
from the air.

Role of Trees

When breathing,
animals and people
release carbon
dioxide (CO2)
into the air.

During the carbon cycle, carbon and its compounds are
taken in by plants and animals and then returned to the
environment in a continuous cycle. With trees, carbon is
released back into the environment when the tree’s roots,
leaves, and stem decay and die.
The process of photosynthesis uses sunlight to convert
carbon dioxide (CO2) and water into sugar, which plants
need for growth and respiration.

Humans and
animals use the
oxygen in the air in
order to be able
to breathe.

TREE Fact!

Trees
use the carbon
dioxide + water + energy
in sunlight to make simple
sugars, which act as
“food” for the tree.
This process is called
“photosynthesis.”

During
photosynthesis,
trees give off oxygen
into the air.

Chlorophyll is the substance in leaves
that makes them green.
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To learn more, see the carbon cycle animation on the EPA Climate Change Kid's Page

www.epa.gov/climatechange/students/carbon_cycle_version2.html

What I Want to Know
In school or at home, you might have heard or learned about global warming and global
climate change. You may have watched a science program on television that talked about
melting glaciers or greenhouse gases. You might wonder what it all means to you and the
environment.
Directions:
Your class will work together to develop a KWL chart. You can begin by writing what you
already know about global warming and global climate change.
Your teacher will suggest Web sites and books to help you in your research.

K
W
L

Climate Change
Climate change refers to any significant
change in measures of climate (such as
temperature, precipitation, or wind) lasting for
an extended period (decades or longer).

What I KNOW

Global Warming
Global warming is an average increase in
the temperature of the atmosphere near the
Earth’s surface and in the troposphere, which
can contribute to changes in global climate
patterns. Global warming can occur from a
variety of causes, both natural and human
induced. In common usage, “global warming”
often refers to the warming that can occur as
a result of increased emissions of greenhouse
gases from human activities.

What I WANT
to Know

What I Have
LEARNED
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Both definitions can be found at:
www.epa.gov/climatechangebasicinfo.html

The Greenhouse Effect

What can this car illustrate about the greenhouse effect?
This parked car has all the windows closed. The sun is beating
down on the windows. This energy (heat) from the sun is being
trapped inside the car.
A greenhouse is a place with many glass windows where
plants are grown. The glass windows allow the sunlight to
travel inside and warm the plants. The plants release heat,
which stays inside, making the temperature rise.

Directions: Visit the Web site below. Describe how a parked car
can illustrate what is happening on the Earth.
_____________________________________________________

The heat is said to be “locked inside” the greenhouse.

_____________________________________________________

TREE Fact!
Did you know that
trees provide the
oxygen in the
atmosphere that
you breathe?

_____________________________________________________

Just for Kids—Web pages from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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If you want to learn more about the greenhouse effect visit:
www.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/greenhouse.html

Hands-On Experiment
The Earth and Its Atmosphere
Try to imagine a giant greenhouse made up of the Earth and its
atmosphere. Like the glass windows of the greenhouse, the
atmosphere lets in the sunshine to heat the Earth.
The heat that radiates from the Earth is trapped by the atmosphere.
This is called the greenhouse effect.
Earth would be much too cold to live
on without the greenhouse effect.

The experiment should only
be conducted with your teacher
or another adult.

5. Record your findings:

Materials Needed for the Experiment
• Two glass jars of the same size
• Four cups of cold water
• 10 ice cubes
• Two thermometers
•O
 ne clear sealable plastic bag

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Directions for the Experiment
1. P
 our two cups (16 ounces) of cold water into each jar.
(Use the ice cubes to chill the water.)
2. Place one jar into the plastic bag.
3. Place both jars into the sun for one hour or more.
4. M
 easure and record the temperatures in both jars.
(Use a different thermometer for each jar.)
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6. How did this experiment help you understand
more about the greenhouse effect?
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Your Neighbors,
the Trees
When we think of trees, sometimes we only think of
ones that grow in forests or parks. But many trees live
right among us, near our school, our home, and in the
neighborhood. Just take a look!

You can get to know the trees where you live
with the help of a neighborhood tree survey.
Use a map of your local area downloaded from Google, Yahoo,
MapQuest, or a similar mapping Web site. You can also draw a
map of an area near your school or home.
Directions:
1. Print out the map on a printer.
2. Take a pencil or pen to make notes.
3. Do your survey with your class or an adult family member.
4. Classify trees as either evergreen or deciduous.
Add notes about any special characteristics.
5. Identify whether or not a tree is providing a habitat for
birds and other animals.
6. List how a specific tree affects your school or
neighborhood.
7. Share and post your survey for others to see.
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The School or Neighborhood Survey
Tree

Deciduous or
Evergreen

Height and
Shape

Special
Characteristics
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Habitat for
Wildlife?

How This Tree
Affects My
School or
Neighborhood

Go Ahead, Plant a Tree
4. Make the planting an event.
Invite your friends and have a
tree “birthday party.” Don’t forget
the garden tools.

1. Select a tree to plant. Pick a type
of tree that is native to your area.
A native tree is one that will grow
well in the local climate and soil
conditions. Once it is grown, your
local wildlife will like it too.

5. Take care of your tree.
Make sure your seedlings
or young trees are watered
and weeded on a regular basis.
See that they are protected
from animals and the weather.

2. Pick a time to plant. The best
time to plant is usually in the fall
or early spring. Newly planted trees
need moderate temperatures and
rainfall, as well as time to adapt to
their location before it gets too hot
(summer) or too wet (winter).

3. Choose a place to plant. If you want
to plant a broad-leafed tree, plant it to
the south or west of a building. This
will provide summer shade and still
let in sunlight during winter, when
the trees have shed their leaves.
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Right Tree. Right Place.
Not Near Power Lines.
Planting trees can help your family use less energy at home and save
money at the same time. Plus, using less energy is good for the Earth!

Power Lines—Do Not Mix with Trees

A. Plant small trees
(less than 25' tall)
under power lines.

A
C

D

B
E
F

W
N
S
E

B. Plant only deciduous
trees on the south side
of your home to let in
the winter sun.

Power lines are important to our daily lives. Power lines
bring electricity to our homes and our school to keep
lights and computers and appliances working. Trees
can knock down power lines and cause outages, shock
hazards, and even fires.

C. Trees planted on the
west side of your home
help counteract the hot
afternoon sun.

Directions:
Write three questions you would ask before you safely
planted a tree.

D. Planting deciduous
trees can give you privacy
and shade.

1.________________________________________
________________________________________

E. Shade outdoor air
conditioning units so
they can run more
efficiently.

2.________________________________________

F. Planting trees in the
front yard frames your
home and provides
privacy.
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________________________________________
3.________________________________________
________________________________________

Paper Recycling Saves Trees
Paper is one of the many products that trees provide us. Think about all the ways you
use paper every day. Did you ever stop to think that all this paper comes from trees?
Directions:
Write down five or more ways that you use paper on a typical day.

Recyclable?
yes
no

My Use of Paper on a Typical Day

Think about Those Trees
1. What could you do to reduce the amount of paper you use in a
typical day?

2. W
 hat would you include in a plan to reduce the amount of
paper used at your school?

____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________

Catalogues, Catalogues, Catalogues
Each day, millions of catalogues from various companies are sent out to homes in the United States. Some
of these catalogues are NOT wanted or even read. They often just end up in the recycling bin or the landfill.
Recycling these catalogues is a good idea. A better idea is to stop those you do not want from coming at
all. The fewer catalogues printed and sent to people who do not want them, the fewer trees that are used.
Directions:
1. Bring to class the catalogues your family has received in the last few weeks (cut off mailing labels first).
2. How many catalogues were brought to school?______________________________________________
3. How many students participated? _________________________________________________________
4. Calculate the average number of catalogues per family.________________________________________
5. What was the weight of the stack of catalogues? _____________________________________________
6. What natural resources besides trees were wasted?___________________________________________
7. What are your ideas about stopping all the unwanted catalogues mailed to your home?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

The Three R’s Save Trees and Other Natural Resources—Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle
Reduce—When we
reduce the number
of things we use, we
waste fewer natural
resources.

Reuse—When we reuse items
more than once we are showing that we are not wasting.
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Recycle—When paper and
materials like aluminum
cans and glass bottles are
recycled, they are used to
make new products.

Learning More
As part of your study of trees, you can learn more by doing your
own research project. There are a few topics listed below. Your
teacher will discuss other topics and suggest books and Web
sites to do your research. There is a list of Web sites on page 27.
Select your topic:
Arbor Day—A time to plant and celebrate trees.
Green Jobs and Careers—Working with trees.
John Muir, naturalist—Every April 21 is John Muir Day in California.
Rainforests—Where are they and why are they called rainforests?
Smokey Bear—What he does for our forests.
The Legend of Johnny Appleseed

TREE Fact!
Every state
has its own
flag, as well as
an official bird
and a tree.
The redwood is
the state tree of
California.
20

Make Your Own Tree Poster
Create your own poster that represents all the
important things trees do for our environment.
Use the information you have learned from your
research and activities in this Trees, Energy, and
the Environment activity book.
Make It Using Recycled Materials
•C
 ollect materials from nature. Leaves and twigs can
become part of a collage.
• Collected

leaves and twigs from outside could be
part of a collage. Pictures, words, and shapes
can be cut out of catalogues, newspapers,
and magazines.
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Branching Out–

Connecting to the Internet
The Web sites on page 27 can help you connect to
research on the Internet. Your teacher will suggest other
Web sites too. Using what you have learned about trees,
energy, and the environment, select a topic you would like
to research.
Directions:
1. Write in one question the topic you would like to research.
(see examples at the bottom in the next column)
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
2. List three or more Web sites or books you used for your
research.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Examples:

___________________________________________________

How do trees actually help clean our air?

3. What are some important things you learned from your
research?

What trees would grow best at our school?

____________________________________________________

How can trees help save energy?

____________________________________________________

What can kids do to save energy?

__________________________________________________
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Crossword
Puzzle

ACROSS
1. _____________ is how trees create their own food.
3. Oil, coal, and natural gas are called ____ ____. (2 words)
4. Trees can provide shade to reduce the ______ that is
used for air conditioning.
6.
is the symbol for _________.
10. The protection and wise use of our natural resources.
12. A special day each year to celebrate trees. (2 words)
14. A power line is a wire used to carry ___________ to our
homes.
16. Trees planted in a safe way should grow so they are kept
away from _____ _____. (2 words)
17. A substance in leaves that makes them green.
18. A big word that describes how trees benefit the
environment by storing carbon.
DOWN
1.  When people recycle _____ products, fewer trees need
to be cut down.
2.  A person who uses energy wisely (by not wasting it)
is energy _________.
5. Trees provide a _______ for many birds and other
animals.
7. The state tree of California.
8. A tree that keeps its leaves all year.
9.  Trees can help keep our air cleaner by removing
__________ from the air.
11. What a tree gives off when it makes its own food.
13. A tree that loses its leaves in winter.
15. The smallest part of a tree and all living things.
17. The chemical formula for carbon dioxide.

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8
10

12

9

11

13

14

15

16

17

18
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climate—The average weather in a place over a long
period of time.

Glossary of
Key Words

conserve—To use carefully and avoid waste.
conservation—The protection, management, and wise use of
natural resources.
deciduous—A tree that
sheds its foliage at the
end of the growing
season.

Arbor Day—A day set aside each year to celebrate trees.
atmosphere—The whole mass of air surrounding the Earth.

electricity—A form of
energy, electric current,
or power.

byproduct—Something that is produced as the result of
making another thing or product.
carbon dioxide (C02)—A colorless and odorless gas in
the atmosphere. Plants and trees use carbon dioxide in
photosynthesis to produce their own food.

energy—The capacity for work or action. In this Energenius
activity book, the word energy usually refers to electricity and
natural gas that “works” for us at home and school.

carbon sequestration—The ability of
trees to remove carbon dioxide (CO2)
from the air and store it in wood for a
long time.

energy efficiency—The use of energy without waste. Energy
efficiency refers to work done using the smallest amount of
energy needed.
environment—Something that surrounds; surroundings.
The natural environment includes land, air, water, and other
parts of nature.

cell—The tiniest part of a tree and all
living things. Everything alive on Earth
is made up of cells.
chlorophyll—The substance in leaves
that makes them green.

evergreen—A tree that has foliage
throughout the year.
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foliage—The leaves or
needles of a tree.

green jobs—Jobs or careers that focus on protecting the
environment and conserving resources.

forest—A plant community dominated
by trees and other woody plants.

habitat—A place where a plant or animal normally lives.
natural gas—An air-like substance found in the Earth that can
be burned for heat.

fossil fuels— Fuels formed from the remains of plants and
animals that lived over 70 million years ago. Fossil fuels include
coal, natural gas, and oil.

natural resources—Materials in nature that are used by people.
Water, trees, soil, and air are examples of natural resources.

fuel—A material that is burned to produce heat or power.

nonrenewable resource—A resource that cannot be replaced or
made again by nature. Fossil fuels, for example, were created
over millions of years from the remains of plants and animals.

generator—A machine that converts mechanical energy into
electricity.
global climate change—Gradual changing of global climates
due to the buildup of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

nutrients— Something animals, plants, and humans need to
grow. Trees get their nutrients from the soil.
oil—A natural, thick, flammable liquid made of the remains
of plants and animals that lived over 70 million years ago.
(Also called petroleum.)

global warming—The warming of the Earth’s atmosphere due
to increases in gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, or
others that trap heat in the atmosphere.

photosynthesis—The process trees use to make their food by
using water, carbon dioxide (CO2) and sunlight to make sugar.
The sugar is used as food and the oxygen is
released into the atmosphere.

green—A color. Green can also mean someone concerned
about protecting the environment.
greenhouse effect—A general warming of the Earth’s surface
caused by greenhouse gases trapping the Earth’s heat. Carbon
dioxide (CO2) is an example of a greenhouse gas.
greenhouse gases—Gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and others that trap the heat of the sun in the atmosphere.

pollution—The contamination of an area
with substances that can harm living things.
When fossil fuels are burned, they release
gases into the air, resulting in air pollution.
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power line—Wires used to carry electricity from a
substation to the site where it is used.

transformer—A device to change the voltage of an electric current.
tree rings—Bands that show tree growth for one year. Tree rings
are also called annual rings. They are used to determine a tree’s
age.

power plant—A place where electricity is generated.
recycle—To use again. To recover materials that can be
used to make new products.

troposphere—The troposphere is the
lowest portion of Earth’s atmosphere.

recycling symbol—This symbol can mean a container for
recycling. It can also mean that a product is made with
recycled materials or can be recycled.

volt—A unit for measuring the force of
electric current.

respiration—The act of inhaling and exhaling. The process
by which a tree exchanges gases with its environment.

voltage—A measure of how hard
electricity is being pushed through a conductor such as a
transmission line.

seedlings—A young tree that is grown from a seed and is
often no taller than two feet.

weather—What is happening in the atmosphere right now and
in a given place.

substation—A place where the amount of electricity flowing
through a transmission line is reduced.
How Electricity Travels to Our Homes
Electricity is generated
at a power plant.

Electricity travels on
transmission lines.

A transformer in a
substation reduces
the voltage.
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Electricity is carried
to neighborhoods on
power lines and
into homes.

www.eia.doe.gov/kids

The U.S. Department of Energy Kids’ page, hosted by “Energy
Ant,” offers an explanation of energy, a quiz, fun facts, and a Kids’
Corner with information on energy pioneers, news, and virtual
field trips.

www.energyhog.org

Discover fun ways to save energy at home at the Hog Busters
Training Camp site. It has animated, interactive games and an
Energy Hog Scavenger Hunt.

www.energyquest.ca.gov

This California Energy Commission site has interactive energy
games, puzzles, an energy survey, newsletters, science projects,
and homework help.

www.epa.gov/kids

The colorfully illustrated Environmental Kids’ Club has
interactive projects, games, art, and helpful energy tips for
children.

Web sites

www.epa.gov/students

The EPA Student Center has activities for elementary and
middle school students. There are links to environmental club
projects, youth awards, and information about recycling and
conservation.

These Web sites can help you research and learn more
about energy and the environment. On some Web sites,
you will also find puzzles, games, and virtual field trips.

www.epa.gov/climatechange/kids

The EPA’s Climate Change for Kids site has interactive
games, links, and animations to learn about climate change,
the greenhouse effect, and how kids can make a difference for
the environment.

www.eere.energy.gov/kids
The U.S. Department of Energy: Doctor E’s Lab is an animated
exploration of alternative sources of energy.
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A Commitment to
Environmental Excellence
Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E)
delivers safe, reliable, and environmentally
responsible electricity and natural gas to
approximately 40 percent of Californians.
At PG&E, we are committed to being an
environmental leader and demonstrating
this through our actions. We pledge to think
creatively, work cooperatively, and be
results-oriented in our environmental
stewardship efforts. To learn more about
PG&E’s environmental commitment, visit
www.pge.com/environment.
Reflecting PG&E’s environmental
commitment, these materials provide
students with information about energy
efficiency and environmental actions they
can take to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
that contribute to global climate change.
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